REHEARSAL REPORT

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Date:

7/10/17

Time:

Location:

Vermillion High School

Breaks:

Stage Manager:

Shekendra Morgan

Director:

6:00-10:00

Leah Geis

In Attendance:




Late: Marlise, Clara, Gretchen, Sam P, Mecia
Absent: MOrgan
Excused:Caitlin, Ali, Abby R, Rebecca K, Joesph, Grant, Emma, Matthew, Ella

General Information:



John J will be gone tomorrow
Can we give grace a short little lesson on how to hold a violin and bow?

Director Notes:


None

Management Notes:





Shekendra.... we have an account at Pressing Matters on Main Street. They are open 8:30 to 5:00 M-F. Just tell
them VCT and Fiddler and give them your name. They will keep track and give me a bill.
We will need a prayer book on futherest window ledge
Benches need to be cheated out when in kitchen
Wedding Scene change is happening when there is action happening down stage

Production Manager:


None

Scenic Notes:


Who is doing the partition for the wedding? When can we have that?

Properties Notes:





Can you please respond to let us know that you have seen these notes?
Rag for matchmaker/to wrap candle sticks
Boxes for various wedding presents (able to get some damage)
Wedding Chairs









Can we have another metal plate for perchick?
Who is doing the partition for the wedding? When can we have that?
Brian and Leah chatted about the stove and would like to know when they can get it.
When can we get the sewing machine?
Paper for edict (Avarm)
Open envelope for the rumor
Do we have Bagels? For the bagel seller?

Costumes Notes:






Marlise needs an apron (I wasn’t sure if you’d already planned this but she wanted to remind me)
Makeup necessary for people to bring:
Isaac needs a wedding hat to switch into at the top of the wedding scene transition
Can we get a veil for Abby to use during rehearsal? Just so that Isaac and her can get a feel for the timing.
It looks like Motel’s hat Is too small.

Choreography Notes:


None

Technical Director Notes:


None

Lighting Notes:


None

Sound Notes:


None

Music Director Notes:


None

Publicity:


None

